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ABSTRACT
The energy from the sun is abundant for essential requirements of every home. But due to
technological reasons, it is not so easy to use the solar energy by converting it into electrical
energy efficiently in all places. The important factors which would be affecting the efficiency
of the solar panels (which is presently in the range of 20% to 30%,) are the cost involved in
implementing the same at each house, lack of knowledge on investment return etc. The
semiconductor technology for fabricating solar cells contributes to the performance. The
impurities in the semiconductor technology, the heat from the sunlight are the negative factors
for the performance. The variation in the angle of sunlight incident from morning to evening
is also a negative factor for the performance. The climate condition of the environment like
cloudy weather which limits the sunlight falling into the panel is another limiting factor.
Considering all these limiting factors this paper proposes the different modes of installation of
solar energy. This paper contains the normal power requirement of the house and methods for
either partial or complete solar energy installation to the individual house.
Keywords: Solar energy, Panel efficiency, Semiconductor technology, Case study.
1. INTRODUCTION :
The electrical energy is available to the home using nonrenewable energy resources such as
hydroelectricity, electricity from thermal energy, atomic energy and so on. The problem in this
nonrenewable energy is the supply and demand ratio is always not 1:1. The demand is much more than
the supply. The government is trying level best to meet the demand of the electricity needs. Such
energy produced from the nonrenewable resource is contributing a large amount of pollution in the
form of CO2, toxic gases, and water pollution. This is another challenge for the government to
minimize the environmental pollution from the non-renewable energy resources. So the scarcity of the
energy produced using non-renewable energy and its pollution made the government to seriously think
about the energy from the renewable resources.
The government of India started working on the renewable energy under the ministry of
nonconventional energy during the 1980s. Our country is the first to establish a ministry on this
renewable energy management under the banner of nonconventional energy [1]. Today our country is
in a position to get the power of 57.472 GW as of 14 June 2017 [2]. The contribution of energy from
wind is 61% whereas from solar energy is only 19%. Looking into the efficiency of the renewable
energy resources wind energy is more efficient than solar energy [3]. But wind energy system cannot
be implemented to individual houses as the requirements to establish the wind energy are :
• The speed of the wind should be minimum 20 Km per hour.
• Longer the blades larger will be the energy production.
• Cost of initial investment is too heavy.
• The area surrounded by the wind energy should be free from obstacles.
However smaller wind turbines of the range 400Watts to 20KiloWatts are available for individual
houses. The problem in installing such wind turbines in the individual houses is due to the lack of
wind blow to generate the energy. This is also due to the non-availability of the free space around the
house. Due to this the wind blow will not be possible due to various obstacles from the neighboring
buildings or packed structure of houses or apartments. All these are negative aspects to generate
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energy through the wind turbines [4]. The wind energy can generate energy 24 hours a day whenever
there is enough amount of wind blow is there. Even though the efficiency of wind turbine both in
commercial scale and small scale is 60% it is not getting entertained by individual houses for
decentralized production because the initial cost is too high, irregular wind blow and regular
maintenance work is difficult.
Even though the efficiency of solar energy is just 18% due to several factors the solar energy system
is more entertained in individual houses as a decentralized energy source. The factors are
• Availability of convenient power generation.
• The rooftop is large enough to install the solar panel.
• In all the houses the sunlight is available at least for five to six hours [5].
The solar panel will be available in different sizes and different power ratings. This makes the owner
to decide what is the capacity of the power production, what is the area of the rooftop which is
suitable for installing the solar panel and what is the cost of installation [6].
It is very clear from the above introduction that instead of going for a small scale wind energy even
though the efficiency of the same is 60%, due to the geographical structure of the house which blocks
the wind blow thus it is not advisable to have a decentralized wind turbine at each house.
2. OBJECTIVES :
The objective of this paper is to design a model which can realize the implementation of solar energy
to the individual house and to study the benefits after implementation. To propose the model it is
necessary to identify the design and the structure of the house, the electrical needs, and the cost of
implementation.
3. METHODOLOGY :
The model is proposed after the study of the following factors
• The nature of the house
• The total area which needs electrification
• Complete or partial electrification
Diagrammatically the model can be represented as shown in figure 1.

Study of the
nature of the
house
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power
requirement for
the house

Cost benefit
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Figure 1: The proposed model for installing the solar energy at individual sample house.
The sample house can be either independent house or a house in an apartment. The average living
space of a hose will be around 1100 Sq feet. The table 1 shown below explains the daily household
equipment in an independent as well as a house in a flat having 2 bedrooms and one living room with
kitchen and toilets.
Table 1 : Daily electrical load in the sample house
S. No. Appliance
Power
in Total Number
Watts
of Appliance
1.
Light (LED)
20 W
15
2.
Fans
75 W
5
3.
TV (52 inch LED)
50 W
1
4.
Refrigerator
400 W
1
5.
Iron Box
800 W
1
6.
Washing Machine
600 W
1

Number
of Total Power
Hours Used
5
1,500 W
7 (Average)
2,625 W
10
500 W
5
2,000 W
1
800 W
2
1,200 W
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8,625 W

From the Table 1, it is clear that a normal two bedded house is consuming almost 8.6 units of power
per day. Out of the above domestic appliances Refrigerator, Iron Box and Washing machine can be
considered as heavy electric consuming appliances and they need not be under solar electrification.
Excluding the above equipment if we get the energy from solar the items to be installed at home are as
shown in table 2.
Table 2: Solar Equipment with the quantity and the price
S. No
Item
Quantity
1.
Solar Panel
1,500 W (150W X 10)
2.
UPS system-2KVA
1
3.
Battery Backup
4
Total Investment

Price in Rs
75,000
25,000
60,000
1,60,000

In order to get electricity from solar to produce 4 units (4 KW) per day one has to spend Rs 160000
toward solar energy system. It is clear that the major cost factors are the panel cost and the backup
battery cost. The cost recovery is calculated as follows
Total amount of power produced in a year = 4 X 30 X 9 months (excluding rainy season)
1,080 Units
Cost per unit
= Rs 6,480 per year
Number of years required to recover
= 25 years
The lifespan of the solar system is as shown below
Life span of Solar panel
Life span of the UPS system
Life span of Battery

= 25 years
= 10 years
= 6 years

If partial electricity requirement is fulfilled using solar energy only for lighting system then the power
requirements will be reduced to just 1500W Then the requirements of solar equipment will be as
shown in table 3.
Table 3: Solar Equipment with the quantity and the price
S. No
Item
Quantity
1.
Solar Panel
500W
2.
Charge Control
1
3.
Battery Backup
1
Total Investment

Price in Rs
25000
3000
10000
38000

The above model is good only for the independent house and not for the apartments. A separate model
may be suggested for the apartments where a common rooftop must be used for the installation of the
solar panels and the separate backup facility common for all the apartments. This model suggests all
the apartments to use solar energy for common area and lighting system only since the complete
electrification becomes costly and regular maintenance may not be as easy as every member of the
apartment is responsible for the maintenance. Here depending on the opinion of residents expansion to
individual apartments is also possible. The model as discussed in table 3 may be suggested for the
apartment systems.
4. ANALYSIS :
The energy from solar PV panel is sufficient to fulfill the electrical needs of the individual house. The
area required for installation of the solar panel at the roof which is large enough to provide the
electrical needs. Solar PV panel can produce a power of 1 KW in 5.56 m2 area having its face towards
the south in India. 1000 Watts = Total Area x 1000 Watts/m2 x 0.18 where 0.18 is 18% efficiency of
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the solar panel. The additional benefit of fixing solar panels on the roof is to bring down the
temperature of the living area as the sunlight directly hits the panel and energy conversion takes place
instead of heat.
4.1 Advantages :
Having a complete solar electric system for the house has several advantages like :
1. All the time you will be getting electrical energy.
2. Use of renewable energy reduces the pollution.
3. There is no scarcity of sunlight as we have in conventional methods where we do have a
scarcity of coal, uranium, and water.
4. Convenient in deciding the required energy generation.
4.2 Benefits
Using solar energy at home has the following benefits
• Independent energy system
• No connection with the conventional electricity providers
• No need for monthly bill payments to the Electricity supplier board.
4.3 Constraints
Implementation of the Solar system has the following constraints
• Initial investment is costly.
• Regular maintenance of battery backup.
• Lifespan of battery and UPS are not certain.
• The lifespan of the solar panel is 25 years and almost 26 years are required for the recovery of
the investment if no other maintenance is required.
4.4 Drawbacks
The model mentioned above has the drawbacks
• Costly.
• Climate condition which results in irregular production.
• Regular maintenance.
• Lack of knowledge
5. CONCLUSION :
Having a solar energy system in the individual house is going to be the next trend. Now the
government is entertaining people to have a solar system in their house. The government has to plan
for reducing the cost of panels and battery backups as the major cost consuming items are these two.
Awareness of using the solar energy is needed for popularizing the solar energy system. This reduces
the supply-demand ratio which is not equal to 1:1.
6. LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY :
This study has following limitations
• The energy need differs from house to house hence it is not possible to generalize the power
consumption to all the houses as mentioned in the table. Some houses may consume less energy
and others may consume more energy depending on electrical appliances used.
• The geographical location of the house is one factor which changes the efficiency of the solar
panel. This is one reason where the efficiency changes in between 20 to 30%. This variation in
the efficiency changes the number of panels to be installed from place to place and hence the
expenditure.
• The cost and the lifetime of the panel cannot be predicted because the cost is varying from day to
day and the lifespan of the panel depends on the backup systems, load balancing, maintenance
etc.
• The batteries are additional limiting factors. The cost of the battery changes from time to time.
The lifespan of the battery depends on the geographical location, general maintenance, load
balancing etc.
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